Geothermal energy for EU islands
ENERGY
CHALLENGES
FOR ISLANDS
EUROPEAN ISLANDS OFTEN FACE
SIGNIFICANT CHALLENGES WHEN IT
COMES TO ENERGY SUPPLY AND ENERGY
COSTS.

> ENERGY SECURITY: Due to
location, small economies of
scale, and limited or absent
interconnection to the mainland or
to other islands, many European
islands are still heavily dependent
upon costly imported fossil fuels for
transport, to generate electricity or
to meet their heating and cooling
needs.
> HEATING AND COOLING:
EU islands struggle to meet
their heating and cooling demand.
Industry and buildings, both public
and residential, require a
tailor-made solution, that assure
competitiveness while also ensuring
security of supply.
> LOCAL ECONOMIC
DEVELOPMENT: As
small-scale economies that often
heavily rely on tourism, European
islands need to count on an energy
system ensuring a sustainable and
resilient economic growth and the
development of skills for jobs in local
communities.

GEOTHERMAL SOLUTIONS
FOR EU ISLANDS
Many European islands lay on
volcanic areas, therefore
possessing large amounts of
geothermal resources. Other islands have potential
for low and medium temperature.
> Geothermal energy could provide islands with A
STABLE, SUSTAINABLE, AND AFFORDABLE ENERGY
SUPPLY. Acknowledging indigenous, ﬂexible, and
renewable energy sources, including geothermal, and
integrating them in the energy system is crucial to
allow European islands to move away from
unsustainable forms of energy and to strengthen
their resilience.
> Geothermal energy is not just electricity. It can be
used for a WIDE VARIETY OF PURPOSES, such as:
space heating and cooling for hotels and other
facilities, greenhouse heating, underground energy
storage, agriculture drying, desalination, industrial
uses, snow melting, road de-icing, balneology, etc.
> Geothermal projects can oﬀer competitive solutions
both for industries and buildings, especially with
INTEGRATION INTO SMART THERMAL GRIDS.
Innovative district heating and cooling systems can
be sizable to supply urban areas even at lower
temperatures and are more eﬃcient for cooling in hot
summers. Geothermal energy is not dependent on
climate, therefore able to cover energy needs all year
round.
> GEOTHERMAL IS A LOCAL RESOURCE THAT
FOSTERS LOCAL DEVELOPMENT. It creates both
direct and induced employment, through ad-hoc
industries such as the agro-food industry
(greenhouse heating, agro-drying). It also boosts
tourism through recreational uses such as for bathing
and swimming.

UNTAPPED GEOTHERMAL POTENTIAL
> SPANISH CANARY ISLANDS. All Canary Islands, where fossil fuels imports increased
in 2016, have enormous geothermal potential, but its vast majority still lies unutilized.
> CARIBBEAN. Imported oil in the Caribbean has gone up to an estimated 722 thousand
barrels per year. Yet, despite the total geothermal potential for electricity being estimated up to
3500MWe, Guadeloupe is the only island that uses geothermal energy for electricity, with a 15.7 MWe
geothermal power plant.
> MEDITERRANEAN REGION. The Aegean Islands in Greece, where 80% of the electricity demand is
covered by oil, show potential both for high and low temperature, but only a small share of this potential
is currently exploited, mainly for greenhouse heating and balneological uses.

Case study: Azores, Portugal
SETTING THE EXAMPLE: PICO ALTO, AZORES
GEOTHERMAL ENERGY IN THE AZORES ACHIPELAGO
The Azores Archipelago has set quite the successful example in demonstrating what can be achieved
with geothermal energy. With a power production from geothermal that presently meets 42% of the
electrical consumption of São Miguel Island, and over 22% of the total demand of the archipelago, the
Azores have shown that geothermal energy can provide a local, stable, and clean energy source that
can help EU islands achieve the energy transition.

CLEAN AND RELIABLE ELECTRICITY IN PICO ALTO
The new geothermal plant in Pico Alto in Terceira island, which started operations in August 2017,
demonstrates the successful application of a more sustainable and eﬃcient power generation energy
model for small islands with isolated grid.
Although geothermal plants located on islands or remote areas have been equipped with traditional
ﬂash power systems, Pico Alto utilises a binary system that provides a sustainable and reliable source
of electricity to more than 56,000 inhabitants, meeting up to 10% of the island electricity needs. The
utilization of geothermal as a baseload renewable energy source, available 24/7, has brought the
island a stable electricity supply and economic savings thanks to a reduced reliance on imported
fossil fuels.
ORC turbine provider Exergy, that built the power plant, estimates that 4 MWe of green electricity
produced in one year operation of the plant will allow to save 18.768 tCO2/year and 5998 TOE/y.

Geothermal plant in Pico Alto,
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